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Abstract 
This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in E-Business and Digital Marketing at 
the International Hellenic University by student Kagiampaslidis Michail – Christos under 
the supervision of Dr. Magnisalis Ioannis.  
Data lied inside corporations can provide precious information in order to be used 
for further analysis. This thesis examines the internal data of a small wholesale and retail 
sporting goods company and tries to extract useful information from them. The initial 
goal was to retrieve, incorporate and visualize data coming from Google Analytics, 
Digital Marketing Campaigns and the ERP system but the magic of the knowledge pursuit 
led us to conduct a descriptive analysis, using those data which results will be visualized 
using Power BI tool. Additionally, the results of this analysis motivated us to conduct 
predictive analysis in order to predict future sales amount. 
Looking back at the journey of the MSc studies I would like to thank my supervisor 
Dr. Ioannis Magnisalis for being the guide of thoughts, my family for being my biggest 
supporter and my IHU friends for our collaboration. Last but not least I would like to 
specially thank my beloved Maria.    
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1 Introduction 
Predicting future is a human desire that has its roots million years ago. The primitives 
wanted to know in advance the weather, the seasons and if they would be able to find 
food. Nowadays, people want to know the stock price, the next card coming out of the 
pack, the lottery numbers and many more uncountable future events. 
In order to generate accurate predictions, data could be considered as the most 
important asset of the procedure. Through years data has changed in terms of its variety, 
volume and velocity resulting to the term of big data. As data changed its structure, its 
volume and its speed, data analytics tools became more sophisticated and more powerful 
in order to manipulate them properly. Predicting the future or more formally conducting 
predictive analysis could be considered as a step of a wider data analysis which has two 
more steps, namely descriptive and prescriptive analysis. Descriptive analysis starts with 
the description of the current and the past state of the data, while predictive analysis 
incorporates the results of that analysis in order to predict the future state. Once the 
predictive analysis conducted, prescriptive analysis tries to identify the best course of 
actions needed to be taken in the future. 
Having an understanding of the data analytics ecosystem, this thesis will try to 
induce the basic terms and techniques in order to conduct a descriptive and a predictive 
analysis, using a dataset retrieved from Google Analytics, Digital Marketing Campaigns 
and the ERP system of a small wholesale and retail sporting goods company. 
On chapter 2, the terms of data analytics, big data analytics and business analytics 
is widely defined. Next, the three basic categories of data analytics are presented, paying 
special attention on the predictive analytics describing the main process and the most 
common techniques used. Finishing the second chapter, some related work examples in 
sales prediction are demonstrated. 
In the beginning of chapter 3 the thesis scope is explained, and the research’s 
questions are formulated as well. Moving forward, the two main sales forecasting 
methods are explained and the evaluation method for our predictive analysis will be 
chosen. In the end, the two main tools, Power BI and Rapidminer that will be used in the 
descriptive and predictive analysis are presented pointing out the reason of their selection. 
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The fourth chapter describes the case study implementation. The present case study 
is divided in two parts, the descriptive and the predictive analysis. First of all, in the 
descriptive part the data preprocessing is conducted. Moving to the analysis part, two 
dynamic dashboards are created. Some of the results of the descriptive analysis are used 
next in the predictive analysis. Once again, a further data preprocessing is conducted, 
continuing with the feature extraction, the algorithm selection and conducting to the 
model process constructions. 
In chapter 5 the results of both analysis are presented, finishing with chapter 6 in 
which I make an attempt to evaluate current thesis work and also try to set future work 
expectations. 
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2 Literature Review – 
Theoretical Background 
The exponential growth of data generating needs more sophisticated analytics solutions. 
Every new solution is a result of the basic analytics tools. This chapter tries to define the 
data analytics landscape, present the main three types of data analytics paying close 
attention in predictive analytics and finally explain some sales predictions models.   
2.1 Definitions of Analytics 
Business analytics being a sub-category of data analytics has become a disruptive part of 
modern digital corporations. In recent years and after the data generation explosion, data 
analytics have been transformed into big data analytics. The characteristics of big data, 
namely volume, variety, velocity and veracity (4Vs), are considered responsible for this 
change. 4Vs not only made fundamental changes in the way that modern businesses 
operate but created new opportunities regarding their decision-making process.[1][2][3] 
Data Analytics 
Data analytics is a form of data analysis using the contemporary information 
communication technology and the Web technology. More specific data analytics is the 
set of tools and applications used in order to explore, outline, extract knowledge from 
data. This knowledge is broadly used in order to study, understand and finally make 
predictions. In other words, data analytics could be described as data-driven learning and 
decision taking tools. 
In general data analytics use mathematics, statistics, engineering and modeling 
techniques to manipulate current and historical data. Different types of data analytics may 
include to their process  data mining in order to analyze huge datasets, machine learning 
to reduce the time of the analyzing process or data visualization techniques mainly used 
from Business Intelligent applications in order to create charts or infographics so as to 
better describe a situation.[3] 
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Big Data Analytics 
In recent years big data analytics has become an important area of interest among 
scientists. The advent of Internet of Things and the exponential growth of digital devices 
led to the generation of enormous amounts of data that are widely known as big data.   
As mentioned above, big data dispose four main attributes, the so called 4Vs, 
namely volume, variety, velocity and veracity. The volume of the data refers to their size, 
which in many cases is quite big (a.k.a. Terabytes or Petabytes of data). The velocity of 
the data is the speed of the data accumulation that is at unprecedented rates compared to 
previous years. The speed of data generation is due to the extended usage of social media 
and the advent of the smart devices that produce Gigabytes of data every single minute. 
Big data has a large variety of different sources such as social media, smart devices, 
enterprise systems and many other digital devices. All those devices produce text, video 
and audio data. Furthermore, there are data coming from sensors or RFIDs as a result data 
are different (structured, unstructured, semi-structured) formats based on the generation 
source.  The veracity of the data relates to the accuracy of the data and the trustworthiness 
of the data source.[4][2] 
Big data analytics based on earlier data analytics technologies using statistics, factor 
analysis, machine learning, data mining and visualization techniques in order to collect, 
process, analyze and extract results. Big data analytics are divided in descriptive, 
prescriptive and predictive analytics based on the desirable outcome of the analysis. 
Descriptive analytics are used in order to describe a phenomenon or to discover a hidden 
relationship. Prescriptive analytics are used in an attempt to find out the potential effects 
of a future business decision before the decision is actually made. Predictive analytics are 
used in order to develop models that are able to estimate future outcomes based on current 
and historical data.  
Business Analytics 
Business analytics could be described as an expanded form of data analytics or even better 
as the data analytics kind of application that performs big data analytics within business. 
More specifically, business analytics is the science field of exploring already known data 
so as to identify assumptions and conclusions to assist corporation decision making. 
Analytics process begins with data collection and continues with data cleaning, 
processing, visualization and storage. Business analytics performance is widely based in 
areas such as mathematics, computer programming and statistics in order to develop new 
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insights and aid better business decisions aiming to a better business performance. 
Descriptive, prescriptive, and predictive are the main types of business analytics.[1][3] 
2.2 Types of Data Analytics 
While there is a wide variety of data analytics techniques incorporating the most 
sophisticated technology that exists, generally they are divided in three main categories 
as analyzed below. 
Descriptive Analytics 
Descriptive analytics is the kind of analytics that summarizes and converts raw data in 
order to “describe” the past and make it intelligible to the user. Past could be mentioned 
as any point of time that an event happened even it was a minute ago. Descriptive 
analytics use past or historic data in order to build summaries, generate visual displays or 
dashboards and create reports answering questions such as “what has happened?” and 
“what is currently happening?”. They have the ability to extract knowledge from past 
behaviors and to comprehend how they possibly impact future results. 
Descriptive analytics in order to generate visualizations, dashboards and reports 
make use of simple and more intermediate statistics. Some of the statistics are averages, 
percent changes, mean, median and standard deviation in order to clarify patterns and 
sequences based on historical data. Descriptive analytics, in a digital marketing paradigm, 
demonstrate results such as total visitors of a website, conversion rate of an ad, average 
time on a website, average customer spent in an online shop, average pages per session 
etc.  [7][8][9] 
Prescriptive Analytics 
Prescriptive analytics, a relatively new field of analytics, could be described as the type 
of data analytics that through the analysis of raw data tries to identify a variety of potential 
actions in order to achieve the optimal solution of a situation. Prescriptive analytics in 
order to guide users to achieve the optimal solution answers questions such as “What 
should be done?” and “Why should it be done?”. In other words, prescriptive analytics 
are all about providing advices to the users in order to make the optimal decisions. 
Prescriptive analytics relies on IT and mathematical techniques to structure and 
support the process of decision-making. To be more specific, artificial intelligence 
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techniques such as machine learning operate to make possible the process of the enormous 
amount of the raw data. In addition, mathematical techniques are involved in this process 
in order to computationally determine a variety of alternative actions to improve the 
business performance. Furthermore, prescriptive analytics working in cooperation with 
predictive analytics is able to recommend the optional solution of the predicted outcomes 
that predictive analytics has estimated.[8] 
Predictive Analytics 
Overall predictive analytics is a statistical-oriented science which uses data in order to 
predict events, trends and behaviors. Predictive analytics is a set of business intelligence 
(BI) technologies that uses a wide range of statistical techniques, pattern recognition 
techniques, machine learning and data mining. Predictive analytics collects and analyzes 
current and past data in order to extract valuable information for the future. It is the 
process of analyzing huge volumes of data and helps companies to discover meaningful 
patterns and relationships in order to anticipate future events, behaviors and trends in all 
business aspects and give them an important assistance in the decision-making process. 
In other words, predictive analytics answers the question of “What will happen?” and 
“Why will it happen?”.[7][8]   
Generally, predictive analytics can be used to any unknown figure which a business 
needs to predict or track in the future or the present. As in every similar case, the quality 
of the results is fully dependent on the data quality. The data are included in bigger 
datasets that may be produced from various heterogenous sources based on historical and 
current actions. Data can be divided in two categories “structured” and “unstructured” 
data. Structured data is comprised of clearly defined data types whose format makes them 
easily analyzable. Unstructured are the data that their format doesn’t make them easily 
analyzable, including textual or non-textual, and human- or machine-generated formats. 
[7][8]   
Predictive analytics are falling under two main categories; the supervised and the 
unsupervised method, based on which machine learning technique is used. In supervised 
method the algorithm is trained with already known historical data in order to generate 
predictions. On the other hand, in unsupervised method the algorithm explores hidden 
relationships among variables in given data sets. [7][8]   
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In predictive analytics all the questions and the variables, dependent and 
independent, are developed by experts in the field of research although the model 
selection and the relationship are produced driven by data. [7][8]   
There is differentiation between predictive analytics and forecasting. In predictive 
analytics the analysis is done in a more deeply manner, where prediction is based on 
actual data built on specific patterns. The risk assessment is also included in the above 
process and now businesses can reduce the failure percentage before they even implement 
a campaign, a specific tactic or even their comprehensive strategy. [10][11] 
Predictive Analytics Process 
In order to use predictive analytics, the analyst needs to undergo a seven-step process that 
is a complete study from project definition to prediction system monitoring. The process 
starts with the project definition then data are collected. Thereinafter data analysis and 
statistical analysis take place. Subsequently predictive models are created choosing the 
best in order to deploy the predictive system and finally monitor the model performance. 
[10][12][13] 
1. Project definition: In this stage the goals of the project, the deliverables, the 
business objectives and also the data sets are identified. 
2. Data collection: Is the data compilation and preparation of various sources that 
may be homogenous or heterogenous, in order to build better models for analysis.  
3. Data analysis: Data analysis is the process of extracting, organizing and 
modelling raw data in order to obtain useful information that can be applied to 
formulate conclusions. 
4. Statistics: Statistical analysis is used to confirm the assumptions and hypothesis 
after testing them using standard statistical models. 
5. Modelling: In this step predictive models are created in order to be used in future. 
From the available options the best could be chosen using multi-model evaluation. 
6. Deployment: Through the predictive model deployment there is the option to use 
the analytical results into the everyday decision-making process. In this way the 
results, the reports and other metrics will be based on the automated model. 
7. Monitoring: The model needs to be monitored to check the model performance 
in order to ensure that the desired outcomes are produced.  
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Analytical Techniques 
The approaches and techniques to conduct predictive analytics can be divided into 
regression techniques and machine learning techniques. 
Regression Techniques 
Regression is a statistical process and a type of predictive modeling techniques that 
examines the relationship between a dependent (target) and independent variable(s) 
(predictor). This technique is used for forecasting, time series modelling and finding the 
casual effect relationship between the variables. Regression analysis is a significant tool 
for modelling and analyzing data. Some of the predictive models that can be used while 
performing predictive analytics will be briefly presented subsequently. [10][13][14] 
Linear regression model 
Linear regression model is the statistical approach for modelling the relationship between 
a dependent variable and one or more independent variables. The relationship is defined 
as an equation that predicts the dependent variable as a linear function of the independent 
variables. In the case of one independent variable, the process is called simple linear 
regression. In the case of more than one independent variable the process is called 
multiple linear regression. [13][15] 
 
 
Picture 1: Predictive Analytics Process  
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Discrete choice models 
In the multiple linear regression, when the dependent variable is not continuous but 
categorical or binary then other models are better suited. These models are the discrete 
choice models and some of them are logistic regression, multinomial logistic regression 
and probit regression models. Logistic and probit regression models are used when the 
dependent variable is binary. Logistic regression model is a statistical model that predicts 
the outcome of a categorical dependent variable. Multinomial logistic regression is an 
extension of the binary logit model for cases where the dependent variable has more than 
two categories. The multinomial logistic regression is the appropriate approach especially 
when the dependent variable categories are not ordered. Probit regression model is the 
model where the dependent variable can only take two values, for example (man or 
woman). [10][13][15] 
Time series models 
Time series models are used in order to predict or forecast the future behavior of variables. 
These models account for the fact that data points taken over time may have an internal 
structure that should be accounted for. Using the dynamic path of a variable can optimize 
results since the predictable feature of the time series can be projected into the future. 
ARMA (autoregressive moving average) widely used in stationary analysis and ARIMA 
(autoregressive integrated moving average models) used in non-stationary analysis are 
the two most common algorithms of time series. ARMA is developed combining 
autoregressive (AR) and moving-average (MA) models. Recently more sophisticated 
models such as ARCH (autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity) and GARCH 
(generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity) that commonly used for 
financial time series are trying to model conditional heteroskedasticity.[21] 
Classification and Regression Trees 
This is the kind of analysis used to identify the statistical model that maximizes its 
accuracy for predicting the value of a dependent variable in a dataset which may contain 
either categorical or continuous variables. These methods create a tree-like structure to 
map observations of a variable in order to reach conclusions about variables target value. 
The model that is generated simply classifies the examples in order to conclude to the 
predicted outcome that can be a class (Classification tree) or a real number (Regression 
tree).[14] 
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Machine Learning  
In 1950 Alan Turing in his seminal paper “Computing Machinery and Intelligence” first 
defined the underlying idea of Machine Learning, posing the question "Can machines do 
what we (as thinking entities) can do?". ML could be basically described as any type of 
computer program that can “learn” by itself without having to be explicitly programmed 
by a human.[16] 
In 2019 within Artificial Intelligence, ML is the scientific study using algorithms 
and statistical models that computers employ in order to learn from a sample dataset and 
improve themselves, having the opportunity to predict future performance measure of a 
given task.[17][18] 
Commonly a ML model, that is the main pillar of a basic ML solution, is 
constructed using a dataset and ML algorithms. In order the model to be developed it is 
needed to input a dataset of historic data into the algorithm. To come up with the best ML 
solution, first of all the problem needs to be defined considering past events and 
simultaneously taking into account what is needed to be predicted, then the historical data 
need to be gathered. In the sequent the model is developed and finally ready to be used in 
order to perform tasks and extract knowledge.[17] 
ML techniques can be broadly classified into four categories. The categories are 
supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning and reinforcement 
learning.  
Supervised learning’s goal is to generate a function or a pattern using a training 
dataset that contains already labeled data. The algorithm that supervised learning 
approach uses is trained by already labeled data that consist the ground truth for the 
training phase. Training data comprise an input vector X and an output vector Y of tags 
or labels. The vector Y tags or labels are the characteristics of vector X. Every training 
set could also contain unlabeled vector X data. After the training phase, the ML system 
constructs a function in order to estimate the output of a random X data input. The 
function can be reconstructed after the comparison of the output and the correct result. 
The vector Y labels can be assigned to each vector X entry by a human supervisor or a 
machine supervisor. Nowadays, more often machines are labeling the X vectors but 
because of the high error rates of the machines human’s supervision is needed in an 
attempt to decrease errors. However, in many cases there are machines that are completely 
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reliable in unsupervised labeling. The two categories of supervised algorithms are 
classification and regression.[19][20] 
In contrast with supervised learning methods in unsupervised methods there are no 
labeled data. In other words, the input X data has no vector Y tags or labels. The data has 
no labels due to many reasons, with the main being the unavailability to label them 
because of their velocity, variety and volume. The ML system analyzes the given data set 
that has no classified or categorized data in order to find trends, extract hidden patterns 
and relationships among them. Next, it generates a function used to find out the output 
for a random input. Clustering or cluster analysis is the main category of unsupervised 
learning algorithms.[19][20] 
Semi-supervised learning is a mix of supervised and unsupervised learning; the 
given data is a combination of labeled and unlabeled data. This combination of data is 
used from ML systems in order to construct proper classification models. The semi-
supervised approach is constructed in order to take advantage of the limited volume of 
labeled data combined with the huge amount of unlabeled data. As a result, the semi-
supervised algorithm generates more accurate results saving time by not requiring all of 
the data inputs to be labeled.  In semi-supervised classification the goal is to predict 
classes of future data better than that generated from a classic classification 
model.[19][20] 
The reinforcement learning method algorithm uses reinforcement signals in order 
to reward the system for its desired operation or the desired outputs. The algorithm 
operates without training data but lets the system to use observations gathered from the 
interaction with the environment in order to find out the proper actions and outputs so as 
to optimize its performance.  
Some of the most widely used machine learning techniques are: 
Neural networks 
Neural networks Are nonlinear sophisticated modeling techniques that are able to model 
complex functions. Neural networks are used when the nature of the relationship between 
inputs and output is unknown. The main benefit of neural networks is that they learn the 
relationship through training. [10] 
Multilayer perceptron (MLP) 
MLP is a class of feedforward artificial neural network and consists of at least three layers 
of nodes: an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. Each node, except for the 
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input nodes, is a neuron that uses a nonlinear activation function. MLP utilizes a 
supervised learning technique called backpropagation for training. [10] 
Support vector machines 
Support vector machines (SVMs) are used in order to determine and exploit complex 
patterns in data by clustering, classifying and ranking data. SVMs are learning machines 
that are used to perform binary classifications and regression estimations. In comparison 
to other machine learning methods SVM is more suitable in solving the problems of high 
dimension and local minima. SVMs’ main idea is to generate a linear classifier with 
maximal classification margin while minimizing the training error. The key attribute to 
SVM is the kernel function because of using different kernel functions generated different 
SVM algorithms.[10] 
Naïve Bayes 
Naïve Bayes based on Bayes conditional probability rule is used to perform classification 
problems. It is the simplest form of Bayesian network and assumes that the predictors are 
statically independent which makes it an effective classification tool. [10] 
K-nearest neighbors 
The k-NN belongs to the sector of pattern recognition statistical methods. The method 
does not impose a priori any assumptions about the distribution from which the modeling 
sample is drawn. It involves a training set with both positive and negative values. The 
data sample is classified by calculating the distance to the nearest neighboring training 
case.  The performance of k-NN classifier is based on the distance measure used to locate 
the nearest neighbors, on the decision rule used to produce a classification from the k-
nearest neighbors and on the number of neighbors used in order to classify the new data 
sample. 
2.3 Sales Predictions Models 
Sales predictive analytics using machine-learning models is widely used in modern 
business intelligence. Sales forecasting in some cases may not be an easy problem 
because of the lack of data or missing data or noisy data. In order to generate predictions 
of sales the problem can be considered as a regression or time series problem. In terms of 
time series, bibliography can illustrate a wide range of different time series models such 
as Holt-Winters, ARIMA, SARIMA, SARIMAX, GARCH, etc. Some of the most 
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common limitations of time series approaches for sales prediction is the lack of long time 
period historical data, the amount of missing and noisy data and all the external factors 
which force sales. Practice shows that sales prediction as a regression problem in many 
cases can generate better results compared with time series methods. Regression 
approaches’ main assumption is that patterns that found in the past research can be 
repeated in future problems. In order to have more accurate results it is needed to take 
into account the noise into the sales data and also some edge values. 
In order to conduct predictive analytics is vital first of all to conduct descriptive 
analysis. Predictive analytics can illustrate the sales distribution and can generate many 
different data visualizations in order to find hidden relations and factors with high impact 
on sales. In order to do predictive analytics supervised machine learning methods is one 
of the best solutions with tree-based classifiers being the most popular. Machine learning 
methods most of the times cannot work with non-sanitary data. During the predictive 
modeling in many cases more than one predictive models are constructed with a lot of 
different features, so in many cases it is useful to combine these results to take the best 
performance. The two main approaches of combining results are bagging and stacking.  
In bibliography there are many simple and even more advanced forecasting models based 
on the above techniques. A small sample of them will be described below. 
In [21] the authors created a sales prediction model using ARIMA in order to predict 
the amount of sales for a tractor company using time series data. Time series problems 
are considered those using a dataset that consists of values of some entity measured at 
sequential points of time. In order to manage the huge amount of the sequential data time 
series analysis has to be automated. ARIMA model is the most widely used model on 
time series data which are sequential observations generated in equally spaces time 
periods. ARIMA is generally preferred if the observations of time series are statistically 
dependent to each other. In order to build a time series model using ARIMA or Box-
Jenkins approach, as is also known, Autoregressive (AR) and Moving Average processes 
are needed.  In time series current values depend on its own previous values. In AR 
process a future variable is presumed to be a linear combination of past observations of 
the same variable always containing a random error. In MA process the current deviation 
from mean depends on previous deviations.  The MA models use past errors as the 
explanatory variables. In other words, a MA process is a linear regression of the current 
values of the time series against the random shocks of one or more previous values. In 
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the end, in order to model a time series with ARIMA the series needs to be stationary. 
Stationary series are easier to be modeled because they are not dependent on time and 
they don’t have trend or seasonal effect. 
Authors in [22] in order to create a regression predictive model that predicts the 
sales amount of fresh agricultural products used three different machine learning 
methods. The models use weather factors in order to optimize the predictions. In the 
beginning, a baseline prediction model was created based only in previous days sales in 
lags that had values t-1, t-2, t-3 and t-7. Additionally, some dummy features created based 
on the position of the day in the week (weekend or not) and the kind of the day (national 
statutory holiday or not). Furthermore, a weather prediction model was created with the 
same structure as the baseline model with the difference being on the weather factors 
added. The weather condition features are the category of weather condition in day t, the 
category of wind level in day t and the category of air quality index in day t. In order to 
verify the results three different machine learning algorithms were used. These three are 
Ridge Regression (RR) based on Linear Regression, Random Forest (RF) based on Tree 
Model and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) based on the Kernel Method. In order to 
compare forecasting results between baseline prediction model and weather prediction 
model Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) 
were used. Concluding, the results of the weather prediction model under all three 
algorithms had a significant reduction compared to the baseline prediction model. So, the 
sales predictions of fresh agricultural products are strongly linked with the weather 
conditions. 
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3 Problem Definition and Tools 
In this chapter, firstly will be placed the thesis scope and the research questions as well. 
Next, the general sales forecasting framework will be set presenting the metric that will 
be used in order to evaluate the predictive models that will be generated through our 
analysis. Lastly, the two tools that are used in this thesis will be widely explained.  
3.1 Thesis Scope – Research Questions 
The constant technology evolution lead to radical changes in the business environment. 
The data growth explosion makes it necessary even for small and medium-sized 
businesses to enter the digital world. As it is mentioned in the previous chapter there are 
many tools that are available in order to support this big step. These tools are able to add 
value on business process firstly through the historical analysis and secondly via the 
predictive analysis. Going through the big data season it was necessary to get analyzed 
the term “big data” and to get decomposed the analytics area, illustrating the three main 
categories of them which are the descriptive, the prescriptive and the predictive analytics. 
Furthermore, we had a small glance on the most used analytical techniques describing 
their basic function. Finally, a deeper view on the sales predicting models was presented 
giving the opportunity to understand the methods that will be used in the next chapters. 
Strongly believing in the inestimable value of the business data, this thesis will 
apply all the literature review research knowledge on a medium-sized business so as to 
add value on its process. In order to reach the desirable outcomes this thesis will attempt 
to address the following research questions: 
1. How can data from different data sources be linked? 
2. What is the added value for a business through descriptive analysis and historical 
data visualization? 
3. How can we generate a predictive model based on internal business data? 
3.2 Sales Forecasting 
Through decades sales forecasting became a vital process for companies’ survival among 
rivals’, suppliers’ and customers’ continuous pressing forces. Sales forecasting is the 
process of estimating future sales. In other words, sales forecasts generate predictions, 
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based on historical data, as to the total amount of future sales in a future period. This 
period can be daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, half-annually, or annually. Forecasting 
sales provides companies with the necessary knowledge in order to make plans and take 
future intelligent business decisions. The quality of decisions is directly connected to the 
accuracy of the forecast.   
In general, most of the forecasting approaches take into account data generated in 
the past. Forecast techniques are based on the assumption that what happened in the past 
will happen again in the future. The above techniques do not take into account potential 
future variations that may happen in the technology’s, marketplace’s and costumers’ 
environment. Sales forecasting generation procedure is easier for already established 
businesses because of the existence of internal historical data. In contrast, newly founded 
businesses’ have to be based on less-verified data including market research data.   
The most widely used methods for sales forecasting and consequently for predictive 
analytics are Regression analysis and Time series analysis. 
Table 1: Sales forecasting methods 
Method Description Algorithm 
Regression Predict the numeric target 
label of a dataset. The 
prediction is based on 
learning from historical data. 
Linear regression, logistic 
regression 
Time series Predict the value of the target 
value for a future time period 
based on historical data. 
Autoregressive integrated 
moving average (ARIMA), 
exponential smoothing, 
seasonal trend 
decomposition 
 
Regression being one of the most common predictive analytics techniques is 
generally based on the function y = f(x), where y is the dependent variable that needs to 
be predicted and x is the predictor variable that is used in order to predict y. The two most 
widely used techniques are linear regression for numeric predictions and logistic 
regression for classification predictions. 
Linear regression is one of the oldest and also the most easily to explained method. 
The central idea is to create a function that will explain and predict the value of the target 
(dependent) variable based on the already known values of the independent variables. In 
order to create the function, it is necessary to identify which of the attributes (independent 
variables) generate the most accurate predictions. 
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Logistic regression is a statistical model that basically uses a logistic function in 
order to predict a binary dependent variable. The dependent variable has only two 
possible values such as "0" and "1". The logistic regression model is created and used to 
model the probability of a certain class, in our case increase/decrease sales. 
On the other hand, there are the time series forecasting approaches that are also 
among the most popular predictive analytics methods. In contrast with regression 
methods time series methods have two significant differences. In time series approaches 
the value of the dependent variable is needed to be predicted but in order to predict it is 
essential to know how this variable has changed through the time in the past. In regression 
models the time dimension of the data is not obligatory in order to generate the 
predictions.  Additionally, in time series in many cases there are not available data, or we 
may not be interested in data for other attributes that could affect the dependent variable. 
So, in time series forecasting the independent variables are not necessarily in all models 
but only for multivariate time series. 
In our case study’s regression problem will be applied several machine learning 
methods using time series features in order to generate predictions. 
The goal of the problem is to predict the daily clear sales for the next four days 
using data coming from Google Analytics, Digital Marketing Campaigns1 and the ERP 
system of a small wholesale and retail sporting goods company. Since the problem 
involves time component, it will be manipulated as a time-series forecasting problem. 
Times series can be cast as a supervised learning problem hence various Machine 
Learning methods can be applied. The basic concept is to build a model, based on 
previously observed values, able to predict as accurate as possible the amount of sales for 
the next. The performance will be calculated by the root mean square error (RMSE). 
RMSE represents the difference between the values predicted by the model and the values 
observed. The formula is given below: 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
∑ (?̂?𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)2
𝑇
𝑖=1
𝑇
 
Where  ?̂?𝑖 are the predicted values and 𝑦𝑖 the actual values for T different 
predictions. 
 
1 It must be pointed out that Digital Marketing Campaigns’ data where retrieved through the Google 
Analytics platform. 
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3.3 Rapidminer 
Developed in 2001 by Ralf Klinkenberg, Ingo Mierswa, and Simon Fischer at the 
Artificial Intelligence Unit of the Technical University of Dortmund YALE (Yet Another 
Learning Environment) is considered to be the ancestor of RapidMiner. In 2006 the 
continuous development of the program led to the foundation of a company named Rapid-
I by Ingo Mierswa and Ralf Klinkenberg. In the next year the YALE and the company 
Rapid-I GmbH changed their name to ‘RapidMiner’.  
Being one of the most widely used data analytics tool RapidMiner provides a 
unified platform environment for data manipulation, deep learning, machine learning, text 
mining, predictive analysis and business analytics. Businesses, Universities and labs are 
only few of the organizations that use it for commercial, educational and research 
applications. RapidMiner supports each phase of analysis process, including data 
preprocessing, model generation, optimization, evaluation and results visualization in 
order to produce the desirable output.  
RapidMiner uses a client/server model, written in the Java programming language, 
with the server able to be offered as a Software, as a Service or on private cloud 
infrastructures. RapidMiner is an advanced analytical solution providing the ability to 
users to perform the analysis without needing to write a single line of code. The program 
provides a graphical user interface in order to perform the analysis. Beginning with the 
RapidMiner user creates a workflow that is also called Process which combines multiple 
tasks or Operators. Each operator is responsible to perform a single function during the 
process with the output of each operator being the input for the next in the sequence. 
Moreover, RapidMiner can also be called from other programs or used as an API. 
Although, RapidMiner contains over than 100 learning schemes for regression, 
classification, time series and clustering analysis they can be extended using Python and 
R scripts. [23] 
In January 30, 2019 RapidMiner Named a Leader in the Gartner’s 2019 Magic 
Quadrant for Data Science and Machine Learning Platforms for Sixth Consecutive Year. 
Gartner’s report notices that RapidMiner as a leader in data science and ML market 
provides solid capabilities in depth and breadth across the whole data exploration, model 
development and operationalization process contributing at the same time exceptional 
service and support. In 2018 RapidMiner was also named a Leader in the Forrester 
Research, Inc. report: “The Forrester Wave™: Multimodal Predictive Analytics And 
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Machine Learning Solutions” for the second year in the row. The report pinpoints that 
RapidMiner offers “the most productivity-enhancing automated model creation features 
available” and concludes to the point that RapidMiner is a proper solution for 
organizations looking to escalate the machine learning practices in their internal 
environment.[24][25] 
In order to implement the analysis in our case study RapidMiner has been chosen. 
A critical criterion was the 2019 annual Gartner’s report that placed for sixth consecutive 
year RapidMiner among the leaders of data science and machine learning platforms. The 
other three platforms that are among leaders are KNIME, TIBCO Software and SAS. 
RapidMiner remains a leader since 2014 because of the balanced performance of 
platform usage and data science sophistication. The platform’s accessibility makes it a 
proper solution for data scientists, researchers, students and executives. The openness to 
open-source code makes it also appealing to experienced scientists too. 
KNIME because of its multi-functionality remains among the leaders and for many 
constitutes the “multi-tool” in Leaders’ marketplace. KNIME is a free open-source 
solution. Its vision and roadmap are among the best in the marketplace. 
SAS even if it faces threats from multiple sides such as other big vendors and open-
source platforms remains among the Leaders for consecutive years. It still has a strong 
presence in the market because of its wide range of capabilities. 
Last but not least, there is TIBCO Software which was created through the 
coalescence of Jaspersoft and Spotfire -reporting and BI platform vendors- of Statistica 
and Alpine Data -descriptive and predictive platform vendors- and of StreamBase 
Systems -a streaming analytics vendor. In 2019 TIBCO Software joined the leaders’ 
marketplace because of its powerful and intergraded capabilities. 
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Picture 2: Gartner 2019 Magic Quadrant for Data Science and Machine Learning Platforms (as 
of Nov 2018) 
3.4 Power BI 
The “4th industrial revolution” a term that firstly reported by Klaus Shwab, led to the 
generation and optimization of the current Business Intelligent (BI) solutions. BI 
programs have been defined as systems that collect, manipulate and visualize structured 
data from a wide variety of sources. The enormous amount of data that produced in a 
daily base by organizations now are easy to get analyzed thanks to BI software. 
Nowadays, BI solutions provide capabilities such as real-time monitoring and predictive 
analytics. More and more organizations implement BI tools in their business chain, 
gaining competitive advantage through the new levels of knowledge that generate. 
In order to be considered successful, a BI tool needs to provide highly-speed 
deployment capabilities. In the age of velocity we live in huge amounts of data are 
produced every second, so there is the need of an immediate analysis in order to make 
almost real-time decisions. Additionally, another important factor for a successful BI tool 
is the ability of data processing. The main objection in data preprocessing is to recognize 
and separate the relevant and the redundant data. The user has to keep only the important 
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information for the analysis and reject all the data that produce noise in dataset. The last 
important attribute of a BI tool is the data visualization techniques that provides. The BI 
programs are all about visualizations, so the ability of analytical presentations and the 
dashboards generation for real-time monitoring are some of their most important features. 
The current trend of BI tools are programs that are easy to use with a friendly user 
interface that promote the use by not only IT specialists. The two leaders in the category 
are Microsoft Power BI and Tableau. For our analysis and visualizations we will use the 
Microsoft Power BI solution.  
 
Picture 3: Gartner 2019 Magic Quadrant Leader for analytics and business intelligence platform 
(as of Jan 2019) 
Power BI is a cloud-based Microsoft software for data analysis and reporting. It is 
built to be useful not only for developers and data scientists but also for business analysts 
and demanding users. Power BI provides a user-friendly interface for creating reports, 
with a stiff based background of components that help in deeper data analysis. 
Power BI Desktop is the main component that assisted by Power Query, DAX, 
Power BI Service, and Power BI Mobile App, all of them being responsible for 
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connecting data sources, building reports, performing analytics, sharing reports, creating 
visualizations etc. 
Power BI as the main component of the solution is responsible for the report 
development. It is a free lightweight tool (≈150MB) that can be easily downloaded, 
installed and used. Currently Power BI is only available on Windows operating system, 
but there are ways in order to get installed in other machines. 
Power Query Desktop is the tool that is responsible for connecting Power BI to 
various data sources and preparing the data. It creates the connections, gets the data, gives 
the opportunity to modify them and finally loads the data into program. DAX and 
Modeling are the component that do all the calculations and configurations for the user. 
It also creates the relationships among the tables. DAX (Data Analysis Expression 
language) itself is the language that is used by the platform in order to perform 
calculations. Power BI Service is an online service hosted in the Power BI website 
responsible for publishing and sharing reports. Power BI Mobile App is the alternative 
way to access, form and browse reports from distance. It is a free application available in 
the Windows Store or Microsoft, App Store of Apple, or Google Play store.[26] 
Even if Power BI dominates the field, Tableau software constitutes a reliable 
solution for exploring, analyzing and illustrating data in a wide variety of well-structured 
interactive visualizations. Tableau’s popularity is due to its drag-and-drop interface that 
makes it simple in usage even for users with no programming background. At this time 
there is a free cloud-based Tableau version for both Windows and Mac that called Tableau 
Public, but there are also paid versions. The main differences between the two versions 
of the software are the type of files that can be uploaded, shared and saved as the paid 
versions offers more flexibility.  Tableau software in many cases faces a crucial 
drawback, that is the necessity of data cleaning and reformation before they can be 
uploaded. This drawback raises the barriers for many fresh users.[27] 
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4 Materials and Methods (Case 
Study Implementation) 
In this chapter is going to be explained the dataset used in our case study along with the 
preprocessing that underwent. Continuing, the whole procedure and the outcome 
dashboards of the descriptive analysis conducted will be presented. In the last part of the 
implementation the predictive analysis is widely explained, demonstrating the features 
extracted, the algorithms used and the final predictive process that was created. 
4.1 Dataset 
The dataset used in this case study has been retrieved from two different sources. As the 
thesis research questions describe, the two sources are the ERP system and the Google 
Analytics account2 of a sporting goods company that is based in Thessaloniki and sells 
via three channels, its online store, its physical store and by phone to retail and wholesale 
customers. The time period of the sample is from 04/01/2018 to 17/10/2019.  
ERP stands for Enterprise Resource Planning and refers to the type of software that 
organizations widely use in their daily activities in order to collect, store, manage and 
understand the data produced. Accounting and finance, marketing, procurement, sales and 
human resources are only a few of the departments within an organization that can benefit 
using such a software. ERP systems are designed around a centralized relational database 
which collects business information and stores them in tables in order to secure the data 
interoperability. There are three types of ERP systems based on their implementation: on-
premises ERP systems that are installed and run on the local computers on the premises 
of the organization that uses the software, cloud ERP systems that are stored in clouds 
outside the organization and used on-demand. The third category consists the hybrid ERP 
systems that combine the capabilities of the two previous ones. 
The case study company uses the on-premises Singular Logic Business ERP version 
9.4.0. In order to retrieve the first part of the dataset that is the online store’s daily clear 
sales from the ERP system the next path was followed: administration – information – 
 
2 As mentioned before (footnote 1) Google Analytics account includes also Digital Marketing Campaigns’ 
data. 
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OLAP reports – OLAP – sales analysis. We selected the time period for our analysis that 
is 04/01/2018 – 17/10/2019 and the sales person that in our case is the website. Finally, 
we chose the data that we needed in order to create the first table. In the first column there 
is the date, in the second column there is the quantity of the products that was sold in that 
day and in the last column there is the clear value of those product. The dataset does not 
contain data for the national holidays and the weekends. The outcome extracted in .xlsx 
counting 460 lines had the format that is displayed in the following table. 
Table 2:  ERP data extraction sample 
Date Quantity Clear value 
04/01/2018 25 354,0799973 
05/01/2018 35 606,8699989 
06/01/2018 66 702,3700023 
 
The second part of the dataset is composed of Google Analytics data. Google 
Analytics (GA) is a web analytics online service, part of the Google Marketing Platform 
that collects websites’ activity of the users. Session duration, pages per session, and 
bounce rate are only some of the metrics that GA track. Google also supports the 
integration of Google Ads into GA to track campaigns’ performance. GA provide custom 
dashboards in order to give the opportunity to the users to have an in-depth data view. 
GA analytics data are exported by the assistance of Power BI. Using the Power BI 
Desktop, on the home view the Get Data button gives the opportunity to get data from a 
wide range of sources. The data for this case are retrieved from GA account and more 
specifically from the E-commerce view of the account. In order to extract all the available 
values, we did the same process many times because Power BI can only retrieve ten 
columns per time.  The retrieved data are stored in two tables each one containing 655 
rows. The first table contains data based on sales via website and the second one contains 
metrics that describe website’s traffic. The two tables have the following format as they 
are in Power BI Desktop. 
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Picture 4: Sales data retrieved from Google Analytics 
 
 
Picture 5: General data retrieved from Google Analytics 
4.2 Descriptive Analysis  
Descriptive analysis is an important first step for conducting predictive analysis. Through 
descriptive analysis basic features of data can easily be described, data distribution can 
be observed, and outliers can be detected. Graphs and charts are widely used in order to 
demonstrate the quantitative observations having a more complete view on the dataset.   
4.2.1 Data Preprocess 
In order to perform descriptive analysis Power BI desktop is used. In our analysis three 
tables have been combined. Two of them are based on Google Analytics data and the 
third is based on the ERP data. All three tables are presented in chapter 4.1. The table that 
was retrieved from the ERP system contains the daily clear value and quantity of sales. 
The first table of Google Analytics contains the daily product revenue, revenue, shipping 
and taxes. The second Google Analytics table contains metrics based on the website’s 
traffic such as the daily entrances, hits, bounces, bounce rate, ads CTR, ads CPC, ads 
cost, ads clicks, ads CPM, ads impressions, new sessions percentage, exits percentage, 
new users, organic searches, pages per session, pageviews and unique pageviews. 
Entrances in Google Analytics is the sum of the times users have entered a website. 
Hits are the total amount of interactions between users and a website. Bounces are the 
number of users that left a website without interacting with that, and the bounce rate is 
the percentage of these bounces. The ads CTR is calculated by dividing the number of 
clicks to our ads and the number of impressions of the ads. Ads cost is the total cost of the 
ads and ads CPC is the cost per ads click. In the same way ads CPM stands for ads cost 
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per mille or the amount the company pays per one thousand visitors who see the 
advertisements. New users is the number of the new users inserting a website. Organic 
searches is the total amount of the entries in a website after searched a term referring to 
the website in a search machine. Pages per session count the amount of the pages that a 
single visitor opens in a single session. Pageviews is defined as a view of a page on the 
website in contrast with the unique pageviews which are the aggregated pageviews 
generated by the same user during the same session. A unique pageview represents the 
number of sessions during which that page was viewed one or more times. 
Using Power BI, we created relationships between the three tables above in order 
to link them. Τhe relationships created using Manage Relationships command. Both 
Google Analytics tables were connected to the ERP system table using date columns as 
the related columns, 1 to 1 cardinality and both directions filtering. The schema created 
is presented below: 
 
 
Picture 6: Tables’ relationships schema 
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4.2.2 Implementation 
Once data preprocessed and connected, two dynamic dashboards are created in order to 
illustrate the data relationships. The first dashboard presents relationships based on sales 
and product quantity metrics from both Google Analytics and ERP data. 
 
 
Picture 7: Power BI dashboard based on sales data 
 
On the line chart (picture 7) there are presented the daily average of clear sales, 
product revenue and revenue of each month of a year. On the clustered column chart can 
be observed the monthly revenue, the product revenue and the taxes. On the two cards 
are presented the total clear value and the total quantity as they are in ERP dataset. On 
the pie chart can be observed the average daily clear value based on the quarter the date 
belongs and also the percentage of the total clear value based on the quarter. On the 
clustered bar chart are illustrated the total average of clear value and the quantity on each 
day of a month. 
On the second dashboard we used ERP system data and also data from Google 
Analytics, trying to create relations between clear value and important metrics produced 
from daily website performance. The dashboard has the following format: 
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Picture 8: Power BI dashboard based on traffic data 
 
On the scatter chart are displayed the new users and the entrances for each time 
point in our dataset colored depending on bounce rate of the time point. On the pie chart 
is presented the monthly average clear value. Moving forward, on the treemap can be 
observed the daily average entrances colored based on ads clicks. Finally, the line and 
stacked column chart presents the new sessions percentage, the exits percentage and with 
the red line is pointed the ads cost for each day of month.   
4.3 Predictive Analysis 
Once the descriptive analysis conducted its outcomes will be used in the predictive 
analysis that will be widely explained in sequence. The analysis begins with the 
preprocessing continuing with the feature extraction and finishing with the model 
generation. 
4.3.1 Data Preprocess  
The dataset consists of two files, the first has been retrieved from Google Analytics 
(including Digital Marketing Campaigns’ data) and the other from the ERP system. In 
order to use them to generate the models and perform predictions a basic preprocessing 
is performed via Power BI. Ιn Power BI desktop using Edit Queries Google Analytics 
table dropped the revenue and product revenue columns because of their invalidity that 
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will be explained in chapter 5.1. In order to merge the e-commerce attributes table with 
the ERP table the Merge Queries command was used and also the full outer join type (all 
rows from both tables) based on the date column. On the new table all the rows containing 
null clear sales value were deleted. These nulls were created because on the weekends 
and National holidays the case study business is closed so there are no sales values. 
Finally, all the days with negative or extremely high sales are excluded from the dataset 
as they are considered noise for the models. The last table exported in 
2018_2019_final.xlsx file containing 416 rows and 20 columns has the following format. 
 
 
Picture 9: View of the exported 2018_2019_final.xlsx file 
 
The above dataset used by Rapidminer in order to construct the predictive model. 
4.3.3 Feature Extraction 
The main goal of feature extraction is to produce and provide firm and ideally simple 
relationships between input features and the output features for the supervised algorithm 
to model. In order to generate features, we used all the information that were produced 
via descriptive analysis described in the previous chapter. The features that were created 
from the time series dataset and were used in this case study can be divided in three 
categories based on the type of feature. The categories are: 
1. Time-based Features: individual components for each time step observation. 
2. Lag Features: values at prior time steps. 
3. Window Features: summary of values over a fixed window of prior time steps. 
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Time-based Features 
These features derive from the date of each observation. From the line graph below is 
observed that the clear sales daily average per month has the following format: 
 
 
Picture 10: Average of clear sales by month 
 
Based on the line graph above the month feature is created. This feature assigns a 
number from 1 to 12 to each time step observation based on the month that belongs. Each 
month has its own number from 1 to 12 with 12 belonging to the month with the highest 
clear sales daily average and down. 
In order to create the second Time-based feature, the following bar chart was used: 
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Picture 11: Average of clear sales by day 
 
The bar chart above demonstrates the average of clear sales by day. In the same 
way with the previous feature, to each time step observation is assigned a number from 1 
to 31 based on the day of the month that belongs to. Each day has its own number from 1 
to 31 with 31 belonging to the day with the highest clear sales average by day and down. 
Lag Features 
These features are used in order to predict the value at time t, given the value at time t-i. 
In this case study are used the daily sales for the previous day, the same day of previous 
week and the same day of previous month. Additionally, the t-2 quantity is used as a 
feature. 
Rolling Window Statistics 
 A step beyond adding simple lagged values is to add a summary of the values at previous 
time steps. In this kind of features, we calculated the mean values of attributes for 
previous time steps. In our case study we used the rolling window statistics for the sales, 
the bounces, unique pageviews and quantity. The different combinations and the time 
steps are displayed in the table below: 
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Table 3: Moving Average features 
Average value (per day) Previews time steps (in days) 
Average items sold 10 
Average bounces 5,10 
Average clear sales 2,5 
Average unique pageviews 5,10 
4.3.4 Algorithms 
The time-series forecasting problem of the case study is manipulated as a supervised 
learning problem, specifically as a regression problem in order to use various machine 
learning algorithms. Namely, the algorithms used are: Generalized Linear Model, Deep 
Learning, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Gradient Boosted Trees and Support Vector 
Machine.  
The Generalized Linear model (GLM) is a step forward from traditional linear 
model. The algorithm allows for response variables that have error distribution models 
other than a normal distribution. GLM generalizes linear regression by allowing the linear 
model to be related to the response variable via a link function and by allowing the 
magnitude of the variance of each measurement to be a function of its predicted value 
[28]. In Rapidminer the algorithm fits generalized linear models to the data by 
maximizing the log-likelihood. The model fitting computation is parallel, extremely fast, 
and scales extremely well for models with a limited number of predictors with non-zero 
coefficients.[29] 
Deep Learning algorithm in Rapidminer uses H2O and is based on a multi-layer 
feed-forward artificial neural network that is trained with stochastic gradient descent 
using back-propagation. A large number of hidden layers consisting of neurons with tanh, 
rectifier and maxout activation can be comprised in the network. In order to produce high 
predictive accuracy advanced features such as adaptive learning rate, rate annealing, 
momentum training, dropout and L1 or L2 regularization are used.  Every compute node 
trains a copy of the general model parameters on its local data asynchronously with multi-
threading and provides to the general model through model averaging across the network. 
In order to perform regression H2O Deep Learning operator is used, predicting the 
numerical attribute of the dataset. The Deep Learning operator uses the adaptive learning 
rate option by default. The learning rate based on epsilon and rho parameters 
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automatically is detected by the algorithm. The hidden layer sizes is the only non-default 
parameter.[30] 
In Rapidminer Studio Core, Support Vector Machine (SVM) Learner is based on 
the internal Java implementation of the mySVM by Stefan Rueping. This SVM learner 
provides a fast algorithm with good results for many regression and classification learning 
tasks. SVM operator supports various kernel types such as dot, radial, polynomial, neural, 
anova, apechenikov, gaussian combination and multiquadric. The standard SVM takes 
the input data and predicts for each value in which one among the two possible classes 
belongs, making the SVM a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. The given training 
inputs are spotted as belonging to one of the two categories, as a result the training 
algorithm builds a model that adds new examples into one category or the other. SVM 
models try to present examples as points in space, graphed in a way that the examples of 
the different categories are separated by a clear gap being as distant as possible. The new 
examples entering the model then are graphed into that same space and predicted to 
belong to one of the two categories based on the side of the gap they placed.[31] 
In a more formal way, SVMs create a hyperplane or a set of hyperplanes in a high 
or infinite-dimensional space that can be used both for classification and regression. 
Better separation can be achieved by the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the 
nearest training data points of any class, because of the fact that the larger the margin the 
lower the generalization error of the classifier. In many cases even if the problem started 
in a finite dimensional space, it is probable the sets to being discriminated are not linearly 
separable in that space. In that way it is proposed that the original finite-dimensional space 
be is graphed into a much higher-dimensional space, presumably making the separation 
easier in that space. The mapping used by the SVM schemes is formed to secure the easy 
computation of the dot products in terms of the variables in the original space, defining 
them in terms of a kernel function K(x,y) selected to suit the problem.[31] 
Decision Trees are tree shaped collection of nodes that try to create a splitting 
decision on values connection to a class (classification) or an estimation of a numerical 
target value (regression). On decision trees each node is a splitting rule for one specific 
attribute. For regression these rules separate the attributes in order to reduce the error as 
much as possible for the selected parameter criterion. The generation of new nodes stops 
only when all the criteria are met. In regression problems the estimations for the numerical 
value are generated by averaging the values in a leaf. The decision tree operator in 
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Rapidminer is able to manage both nominal (classification) and numerical (regression) 
values. Once the model generated, it can be applied to the new examples using an apply 
operator.[32] 
In Rapidminer Random Forest is an aggregation of a number of random trees that 
can be specified by the number of trees parameter. The input example set trains the trees 
divided on bootstrapped subsets. As in decision trees, each node of the tree is a splitting 
rule for one specific attribute. In order to select the splitting rules only one subset of 
attributes is used and specified with the subset ratio criterion.  Following the decision tree 
procedure in regression the rules separate the attributes to reduce the error as much as 
possible for the selected parameter criterion and the building of new nodes only stops 
when the stopping criteria are met. When the new examples applied to the model each 
random tree generates a prediction for each attribute. The resulting model is a voting 
model of all created random trees. In order to reduce the complexity of the model in many 
cases the pruning concept can be used. Pruning replaces sub-trees which provide little 
predictive power with leaves.[33] 
Gradient Boosted Trees algorithm in Rapidminer is a collection of regression tree 
algorithms. Regression is a forward-learning ensemble method that generates predictive 
results via gradually improved estimations. Boosting, being a flexible nonlinear 
regression procedure, contributes into improving the prediction accuracy of trees. 
Gradient Boosting Trees method generalizes tree boosting in order to minimize the issue 
of the speed decrease and human interpretability.[34] 
4.3.5 Model Process 
For our case study prediction model generation Rapidminer is used. In order to construct 
the prediction model, it is needed to create a process that consists of different kind of 
operators. In our process data access, blending, transformation, filtering, modeling, 
scoring and performance operators are used. Based on the operators above we concluded 
to the final process of our model that has the following structure: 
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Picture 12: Predictive model process structure 
 
The process begins with the first operator that is a retrieve operator. The retrieve 
operator retrieves the .xlsx file that was created in the preprocessing, reads it and inputs 
it in the software. The next operator is the select attributes operator that selects only the 
attributes that we will use in the process. In our case the attributes selected are the 
average_bounces_10, average_bounces_5, average_unique_pageviews_10, 
average_unique_pageviews_5, average_clear_sales_2, average_clear_sales_10,       
clear_sales, day, date, month and quantity. The first six are the rolling window features 
created in excel and will be used as they are. The other will be processed in next steps in 
order to be used. The next operator is the set role operator that is used in order to assign 
roles to attributes. Clear sales will become a label attribute; in other words the attribute 
that needs to be predicted, day and month will become weight attributes because the 
numbers that contain are weights based on the average clear sales. Moving forward there 
are three lag operators that assign t-i steps values to the t step. The first lag operator creates 
three features that will be used and they namely are the previous day sales, the same day 
of previous week sales and the same day in previous month sales. The next lag operator 
assigns the previous day’s sold quantity in the current day and overwrites the current 
value in order to use it in next step. The last lag operator overwrites the t-2 quantity in the 
current day quantity. The next operator is a moving average filter operator that creates 
the last feature. The operator uses the output of the lag operator and creates the 
average_quantity_10 feature.  
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Having all the features been created, a merge operator is used in order to merge 
them. Next step is the filtering examples step in which the filtering operator keeps only 
the attributes containing a value and discards all the empty ones. Subsequently the split 
operator is used in order to split the data in the training and the test set. The training set 
partition consists of the 99% percent of the dataset (384 examples) and the test set consists 
of the remaining 1% (4 examples). The split is performed using the linear sampling 
because of the problem’s nature. Linear sampling simply divides the example set into 
partitions without changing the order of the examples. Next is the algorithm operator. In 
our case we used six different algorithms in order to find which trains the model in the 
most efficient way. Apply operator is the next operator used. The apply operator applies 
the trained model to the test set in order to create predictions for unseen data. The last 
operator of the process is the performance operator. In the present case is a regression 
performance operator used for the statistical performance evaluation of our regression 
task and delivers a list of performance criteria values of the regression task. In the present 
case the only criterion is the root mean square error. 
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5 Results 
Designing the case study many problems were observed that led us to modify the initial 
plan. Beginning with the data collection, the retrieval of the Google Analytics data was 
the main problem. We came across the first obstacle when we tried to use products’ SKUs. 
In many products the website used different SKUs than the ERP system; as a result we 
couldn’t create a relationship between the datasets. Another problem we faced is that all 
the Google Ads campaigns concern product categories and not products separately. More 
specifically, the landing page of Ads is the page of a product category and not of a product 
itself. So many Google Ads data could not be used in our analysis. Moving forward, 
another obstacle we came across is that in Ecommerce view on Google Analytics all the 
data concerning the medium used by visitors to come to the case study’s website where 
nulls. This problem cannot be explained once the medium information is available in 
Google Analytics but not able to be transferred in Power BI. 
The following chapters, 5.1 and 5.2, explain the results of the descriptive and the 
predictive analysis conducted in this case study. 
5.1 Descriptive Analysis Results 
Descriptive analysis conducted with the assistance of Power BI concludes into two 
dynamic dashboards that illustrate the relationships between case study’s data. 
Decomposing the visualizations, valuable insights are mined and used in the next step, 
predictive analysis.   
Beginning with the first dashboard (picture 8), it was created based on sales data 
from both Google Analytics and ERP. The first and the most important observation 
presented in the line chart is the difference that exists between clear value, product 
revenue and revenue. Based on a literature research, I came to the conclusion that first of 
all the difference between product revenue and revenue results from the fact that the two 
metrics come from different part of code.  The product revenue metric contains the taxes, 
the revenue metric that does not. The taxes’ percentage is different based on the orders’ 
geographical district, this is why the difference between the two metrics cannot be 
calculated exactly. This can be easily observed on the clustered column chart. Moving 
forward, on the same graph there is also a huge difference between clear value and the 
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revenue. The first one presents the actual daily clear sales based on the ERP system, while 
the revenue presents the daily clear sales based on the Google Analytics. Based on the 
knowledge coming from our experience working for the case study’s company, this 
difference is a sequence of the cancelation of many of the orders that were placed through 
website. The cancelations were not be applied via website so they cannot be counted and 
demonstrated on the revenue metric. 
Taking into consideration all the above on the remaining of our analysis we use 
only the sales values coming from ERP system dataset.  On the pie chart (picture 8) is 
presented the daily average of clear sales value for each quarter of the year. From the pie 
chart can easily be observed that the average daily clear sales are decreased in the second, 
the third and the fourth quarter compared to the first. The clear sales value is presented 
also as percentage of the total yearly sales. On the clustered bar-chart the average value 
of clear sales per day of month is illustrated and colorized based on the average sales 
quantity for each day. From the clustered bar-chart it is clear that the last and the first day 
of the month have the lowest average clear sales. Additionaly, there are some peak days 
mainly in the middle of the month with the day with the most average clear sales being 
the 23rd of the month. Furthermore, looking at the colors of the bars we can observe that 
the more products the e-shop sold the more the sales value increased. This cannot be 
counted as a rule but drives to the conclusion that most of the products are of low value. 
Both pie chart and clustered bar chart results are used on the predictive analysis as 
attributes of the model. On the dashboard there are also two cards showing the total 
quantity and clear value of the products sold dynamically based on the date selection.  
On the second dashboard (picture 9), we begin with the scatter chart that presents 
the new users and the entrances quantity for each available date colorized based on the 
bounce rate of the date. Through this chart can easily be observed that the more the new 
users the more the entrances and also the higher the bounce rate. On the pie chart the daily 
average clear sales for each month is presented. September, October and May are the 
months with the highest average. On the other hand, December, January and February are 
those with the lowest. The tree map presents the average entrances and organic searches 
quantity colorized based on the average of the ads clicks. On this graph it is detected that 
the entrances quantity depends more on the organic searches and less on the ads clicks. 
Taking into consideration the last observation, I presume that the company has a strong 
brand name with a lot of loyal customers. Finishing with the line and stacked column 
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chart that presents the exit rate, the new sessions percentage and the ads cost of each day 
of a month, one can see that the higher the ads cost the higher the exit rate. This sounds 
reasonable but it is also an alert for checking the quality of the active Ads. 
The value of the two dynamic dashboards cannot only be extracted from a single 
chart but from the interaction between all the charts contained in them, as the one 
dynamically changes the other. 
5.2 Predictive Analysis Results 
Predictive analysis is conducted using Rapidminer. The goal of the analysis was to predict 
the sales amount for the next four days using historical data. Since the dataset involves 
the time component the problem defined as a time series forecasting problem. In this case 
study the problem tried to get solved as a supervised learning problem using various 
Machine Learning methods. In order to predict as accurate as it was possible the future 
sales values, the next six widely known algorithms are used: Generalized Linear, Deep 
Learning, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Gradient Boosted Trees and Support Vector 
Machine algorithm. Considering that the value expected is a continuous quantity, the 
problem is transformed into a regression task.  The evaluation of the performance is 
calculated by the root mean square error (RMSE). As mentioned in 3.2 RMSE represents 
the difference between the values predicted by the model and the values observed. The 
formula is given below: 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
∑ (?̂?𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)2
𝑇
𝑖=1
𝑇
 
The predictive model is created using the Rapidminer operators. The operators used 
belong to data access, blending, transformation, filtering, modeling, scoring and 
performance categories. The created model was used six times with the six different 
algorithms and the RMSE evaluation method. The performance of each algorithm is 
summarized in the table below.  
Table 4: Algorithm’ RMSE results 
Algorithm RMSE 
Generalized Linear Algorithm 476.526 
Deep Learning 459.630 
Decision Tree 217.233 
Random Forest 392.384 
Gradient Boosted Trees 551.532 
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Support Vector Machine 597.795 
 
As it can be observed, Decision Tree outperformed the other five algorithms with next 
being the Random Forest algorithm and the one with the less accurate results being the 
Support Vector Machine algorithm. So, in the next bar-chart is presented the importance 
of the features according to the Decision Tree algorithm based on the weight of each one. 
 
 
Picture 13: Attributes’ weight 
Considering the results displayed at the bar chart above the most important attribute 
on our model is the quantity_2 which corresponds to the quantity of the products sold at 
the time point t-2. The next three important attributes with narrow deviation between them 
are the date, the average_bounces_10 and the clear_sales_5. The first concerns the date 
of the transaction, the second is the moving average of the bounces for the previous ten 
days of the transaction and the third is the clear sales value on the same day of the previous 
week of the transaction. The two least important attributes for the created model, having 
the same weight are the month and the average_quantity_10, with the first presenting the 
month which the day of the transaction belongs and the latter presenting the moving 
average of the sold quantity for the ten previous days. 
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6 Conclusions and Future Work 
In this thesis data analytics and more specifically descriptive and predictive analytics are 
discussed. Data analytics is not a new term but a constantly changing science field. 
Descriptive and predictive analysis are both widely used in most of organizations on their 
internal and external data.  The conducted study of this thesis focuses on data analysis in 
the frame of a small wholesale and retail sporting goods company and specifically uses 
data retrieved from ERP system and Google Analytics.   
The initial goal of this study, as the title indicates, was simply to visualize Google 
Analytics’, Digital Marketing Campaigns’ and ERP system’s data using BI tools. 
However, in order for the research to be thorough I decided to expand its scope including 
also a predictive analysis.    
Generally, through the study it is indicated that the internal data of any organization 
can generate precious knowledge that can be used in future decision taking. Notably, the 
descriptive analysis gave us information about the validity of the data collected via 
Google Analytics in comparison with ERP system data. In addition, it demonstrated the 
seasonality of the sales during a year and also suggested the most and the less busy days 
in terms of sales. Furthermore, using website’s traffic data that determine relations 
between metrics such as bounces, entrances, ads cost etc. relative information were 
extracted. Specifically, in our case it was shown that the most products sold via website 
seem to have low value. Also, it became clear that the increase of the new users raises the 
bounce rate. Furthermore, the data indicate that the company has a strong brand name 
with a lot of loyal customers. Finishing, according to the study the quality of the Digital 
Marketing Campaigns’ ads should be checked. 
As far as predictive analysis is concerned it is crucial to be said that we used many 
of the results of the descriptive analysis. In this phase I forecasted as accurate as possible 
next four days sales amount using historical data collected through Google Analytics and 
ERP system, proving that those data can improve the accuracy of the results. Through the 
analysis a model was constructed, on which six different algorithms have been applied 
and evaluated using RMSE, with the Decision Tree being the best fitted in our problem. 
The accuracy of the predictions generated is promising and also encouraging for future 
work on the field.  
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The accuracy of the predictions is directly connected to the volume and the quality 
of the data used. In our case study the small volume of the available data affected the 
prediction results. Furthermore, the non-proper application of the Google Analytics on 
the website and also the non-proper use of the products’ SKUs set up limitations on the 
data retrieval. Taking into consideration all the above I strongly believe that increasing 
the volume and improving the quality of the data used in the case study the results will 
become more accurate. 
Concluding, I strongly believe that organizations need to be more conscious when 
implementing tools such as Google Analytics in order to be able to extract the maximum 
value of their internal data. Additionally, in my opinion it is vital for companies to use a 
unified database integrating data coming from various sources using products’ SKUs as 
a primary key. As a researcher finishing this study, I am determined to do my very best 
in order to improve the predictions accuracy of the current case study and strongly 
motivated to keep studying the field. 
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